Tip: - Württemberg Era 1 Open Platform Cars LED Lighting Upgrade
Date: 15-07-2016, 04-11-2017 Photos, 27-03-2021

Hi All,
As I continue my LED light conversions of my rolling stock I have just completed all the Württemberg
era 1 open platform cars I have which will make up four trains with eight cars per train. These cars are
numbered 4210, 4211, 4212, 4213, 4214 and 4229 were in the Märklin catalogue for the years 1988-1998.
At the time of purchase I also bought enough
7333 light units for all the cars.
Each light unit contained a light diffuser, collector
shoe, ground spring, heat shield and bulb.
When I installed the light units I only used one collector shoe and ground spring for the entire train which
reduced the drag on the locomotive and also gave me plenty of spare collector shoes and ground springs
for other lighting projects. For light control I installed an old 6080 decoder with a relay in the 4229 postal
car to switch the lights for the entire train, so I think the postal wagon is a good place to start the LED
light upgrade.
4229 Postal Car

The photo above shows the car with LED lights on.

The photo above shows the layout of the car with the bulb being replaced with a 3mm warm white LED
which is plugged into a rolled pin IC socket and provides the correct height for the LED. The rolled pin
socket is hot melt glued into the vertical position to prevent the LED moving. A 1k resistor for current
limiting is wired below the LED and soldered to the cathode pin, refer to wiring diagram page 3.
The wires at the right of the car goes to the electrical socket mounted on the coupler and is held in
position with heat shrink tube glued with hot melt glue. The 6080 decoder with relay, diode bridge and
220uF capacitor are a snug fit without any windows being obscured on the left hand side.
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4229 Postal Car (continued)
Close up photo of electronics required. The collector shoe and ground spring wires are wired with a plug
and socket with the polarity marked with a white dot.

The left hand photo shows the collector shoe and ground spring mounted on the same bogie. The photo on
the right shows the socket glued to the coupling pocket.
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4229 Postal Car (continued)
The LED is plugged into a rolled IC pin
socket and is hot melt glued to hold the
LED in a vertical position.

Below the light diffuser is clipped into
place. There is only one correct orientation
as shown.

Above you can see tin foil placed over the light diffuser for better light dispersion.
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Wiring Diagram Postal Car
+Plus

Coupler

F0f
6080
Decoder

~

~

F0r

1k

220uF
25V
15Vdc

-Neg

Coupler

Coupler

Coupler

PCB Assembly Postal Car

~ ~
The red line indicates cut foils between relay pins
The black (-Neg) and blue (+plus) dotted lines indicate wire
links.
White dashed lines indicate component position.
The blue circles are the +plus component pin locations
The black circles are the -Neg component pin locations

Coupler

Coupler

1k

Above is typical wiring for cars with the plug connector on the left and the socket on the right.
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4214 Car

The LED upgrade for the 4214 car is typical for cars 4211, 4212 and 4213. Above you can see the car
lights on and yes I have added ten people per car.

Inside the car I have hot melt glued small lengths of heat shrink tube to the car floor then threaded the
wires from the couplers into the car and through the tubes to the central light position. The LED is
plugged into a rolled IC pin socket and a 1k resistor can just be seen soldered to the cathode side of the
LED. Supplied with the lighting kit is a small piece of white card to mask the windows.

Underneath the car on the left hand side the two
pin plug is held in place with a 6.35/1/4” rubber
band used for dental braces. The 10mm length
overhang from the coupling is required.

10

PS. I have since cleaned the wheels.

Coupling Modifications
As the electrical cables pass underneath the couplings I removed the
portion of the uncoupler bar (marked in orange) at the location of the
red arrow using side cutters. This allows for easier connection of the
plug and socket but also allows you to still uncouple the coaches.
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4214 Car (continued)

Light diffuser clipped into position show above.

Tin foil placed over the light diffuser for better light dispersion shown above.
4212 Baggage Car

The baggage car is short
so the 7333 light kit can’t
be used.
Views show all aspects
of the lighted baggage
car.
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4212 Baggage Car (continued)

View above shows wire entry and a Vero board strip with two plcc2 warm white LEDs and a 1k 1206
smd resistor. The light strip is supported by clear plastic strips that are hot melt glued to the Vero board.

View above shows the Vero board in its correct position. The use of the plcc2 LEDs gives a softer light as
the viewing is large.

On the mould ejection mark (yellow arrow) I drilled a 1.5mm hole for the wires to safely enter the car.
Next to the small hole just drilled I hot melt glued a small length of heat shrink tube for wire support. The
plug on the baggage car is supported with a rubber band and the socket on the next car is super glued to
the coupling pocket. The wires remain clear of the axles and the white dots on the connectors must match
for the +plus connection.
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4212 Baggage Car Light Strip Details
The red rectangles show where the foil has been removed by cutting with a box cutter blade and using a
soldering iron to remove the foil.

100.5mm

The plcc2 warm white LEDs are soldered across the two foils at the locations shown. The blue wire is the
+plus connection and the black wire is the negative connection. The 1206 1k smd resistor is soldered
across the gap of the cut foil.
Wiring Diagram Baggage Car

1k
4213 Car

4211 Car
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4210 Car

4214 Car

There are other releases of these cars under different numbers and they have also been included in set
such as 2665.
I have been happy with the success of the project and with a few people in them the cars are enhanced
even further.

Other Useful Information
4214.yra TrainAnimator file that you can use with
TrainController.

Car Weight (+/- 2 grams)
Cat No.
4210
4211
4212
4213
4214
4229

Car No.
2455
4955
15441
3812
3839
P.7508

Description
BC4i Wü 09
C4i Wü 09
Baggage Car Pwi Wü 09
C4i Wü 99
C4id Wü 01
Württemberg Postal Car
Total Train Weight

Weight (gm)
102
114
84
112
114
142
668

Drawbar pull required to pull the train on a level track 20gm
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Parts List (suggested)
Part Number
6080
51942
149-7586
228-2226
120-0956
PLCC2LW3CT
934-1102
207-3877

Supplier
Märklin
ESU
Element14
Element14
Element14
Ledz.com
Element14
Element14

Description
Decoder or similar
Black cable, 0.5mm diameter, AWG36, 10m
2W06G Bridge Rectifier, 2A/600V or similar
Capacitor, 220uF, 50V or similar
Relay TN2-12Vdc, DPCO
PLCC2 Warm white LED
1K MF25 Resistor 0.25W, 1%
1206 SMD Resistor 0.25W, 1%

Quantity
1
1
1
1
1
2
As req’d
1

As always enjoy your model trains.
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